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NINTH GRADE HEBREW CLASS IS IMMERSED IN PRODUCING  
COMPREHENSIVE ALL HEBREW NEWSPAPER EDITION.   

Mrs. Malashock’s 9th grade Hebrew class is busy writing the first Hebrew newspaper in RKYHS’ his-
tory! Stay tuned to read a special interview with our Head of School  in honor of Israel’s 70th birthday, 
learn about the latest worldwide famous Israeli Fashion designers and trends in Israeli fashion, solve a 
crossword puzzle in Hebrew to see how much you know about Israel, and learn about the RKYHS STEM 
students who presented their Capstone projects at the CIJE Innovation Conference last week. You will 
read a review of the Tony Award nominee play The Band’s Visit, read an “I support Israel” article, hear the 
latest news from Israel that deals with the Iran deals, from the perspective of multiple countries, learn a 
thing or two from the advice column in the “A letter to the editor”, enjoy reading a wonderful advertise-
ment for our school, and read an interview with Tahl Ben Yehuda, the grand granddaughter of Eliezer 
Ben Yehuda. Our students are extremely excited about this interview as they read the book Habechor 
L’bet Avi in Hebrew about the life of the individual responsible for the reviver of the Hebrew language 
and his family. Students are running the newspaper on their own and under Mrs Malashok’s supervision. 
 
In honor of Israel’s 70th birthday, the hallways were decorated festively with posters about famous per-
sonalities in Israel, 70 interesting facts about Israel, pictures of major cities in Israel when they were first 
created next to pictures of how they look nowadays, large maps of Israel with names of cities, kibbutzim, 
moshavim and other important places. 
Students were given various assignments to guide them to learn from the vast amount of information on 
the walls such as google forms, crossword puzzles, various games and more.  
The Hebrew department strives to both educate our students about Israel’s culture, history, geography 
etc., as well as encourage their creativity and develop a strong and loving bond between us and Medinat 
Israel. ! יום הולדת שמח למדינת ישראל 


